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literature characters
BULGARIAN



Mario Krumov, 4th grade

Yan Bibiyan

Yan Bibiyan is one of the favorite kid’s 
books of many Bulgarian generations. 
Its author is Elin Pelin. Yan is a 10-year-
old boy with a dirty blonde hair and 
tattered clothes. He has many wounds 
that sometimes even bleed. Yan Bibiyan 
does mischiefs and escapades under the 
influence of his friend, the little devil 
Fyut. But he is a good-natured character.
Together they meet devils, wizards, 
and witches, which amuses Yan a 
lot. His adventures and experiences teach him that goodness is the most important 
human quality. It makes life really beautiful and cheerful. When he grew up the 
friendship with the devil Fyut ended. Later Yan Bibiyan even invented a machine by 
which he had gone to the Moon, where he met aliens and spent interesting time there.



Victoria Asenova, 4th grade

Hitar (Clever) Petar

Hitar (Clever) Petar is a traditional 
hero of Bulgarian folklore, who had 
been telling anecdotes throughout all 
Bulgarian territories in nearly 400 years. 
For the first time Hitar Petar appeared 
in 16-17th century when Bulgaria 
was still under the Ottoman rule. It is 
unknown from which part of Bulgaria 
had derived hero. Stories about him had 
been told in the areas Dobrudzha, Thrace
for the first time in the official 
literature - in the works of Iliya Blaskov. His image was of a poor peasant, featuring 
exceptional smarts, wisdom and ingenuity, as its name suggests. Hitar Petar always 
had won against a Turkish priest Nastradin Hodja and others. They often had been 
outsmarted each other with hilarious stories, that make people laughing up to nowadays.



Toshko Afrikanski 
(from Afrika)

Boryana Alexieva, 4th grade

Toshko Afrikanski is the noisiest monkey into 
Bulgarian literature. Together with Todora the 
granny are the main characters in this book. The 
granny all the time wants to get rid of him. He is 
doing at least ten troubles every day. He even tried 
to go to school but very soon he gave up. Granny 
Todora and Grandpa Todoran used to live happily 
before Toshko’s appearance when the endless 
troubles began. Finally at the end of the story Toshko 
became more reasonable. He no longer spills the 
ink, doesn’t eat the potatoes hot, doesn’t break the 
eggs and doesn’t reach the fishes across the fishpond.



Palm Stretch Man, 
Elbow Beard

Radoslav Yonchev, 4th grade
Milen Asenov, 4th grade

I'm a little man,
Children dear friend
I have a colorful vest,

And a bag with precious things!
Chorus / 2: Tra-la-la, chi-chi-chi

Tra la la, chi-chi-chi
And a bag with precious things!

I know stories and songs
I’ve been listened around the world

I know wonderful tricks
Which help me in trouble!

This is a song that everyone from generation of our parents knows. It is from 
popular TV series from the kids TV programme “Goodnight, children” which had 
been broadcasted between 1960 and 1990. The small puppet man with a long white 
beard and a specific voice told stories from the TV screen almost every evening. Most 
of the stories were taken from the national folklore. Each serie began with this song.



Liana Danailova, 4th grade
Ivanes-Sevini Dimitrova, 4th grade

Patilansko’(Sufferers) 
Kingdom 

This is a book with funny letters of the 
main character Patilancho (Sufferer) 
to his friend Smehurko (the one who 
laugh). Patilancho writes him letters with 
stories that happen to him and his band 
of little friends, that he calls “sufferer’s 
kingdom – patilansko tcarstvo”. All these 
kids are funny, mischievous and often 
do pranks... as we do. Patilancho and 
his little friends ride pigs, walk on bare 
foot, and jump into the puddles... And they are often punished by their granny Tcotcolana, 
who even beats them sometimes. But the kids are with good hearts and doesn’t get angry 
at her. Usually everything ends with a big laugh. Granny Tcotcolana is old and fat woman. 
She is hasty, but no matter that she is always angry and the kids afraid of her, she is with 
good heart and they love her. Very often she falls into ridiculous situations and this 
makes her crazy while everybody laugh at her. But sometimes even she laughs at the end.



Gergana Todorova, 4th grade

Sick Healthy Brings

This is a folk tale about a cunning fox and 
a stupid wolf. She lied the wolf and he went 
to the icy lake, made a hole and put his tail 
into the icy water, expecting to catch fishes 
in this way as the fox told him. While he 
was waiting, his tail had frozen. Meanwhile 
few women passed from there. When they 
saw the wolf they started beating him with 
everything they had found. The wolf barely escaped. While he was running the fox saw him. She 
ran to the mill, put dough on her head and ran back on the wolf ’s way. When he stopped she told 
him that her mind was running out and she couldn’t go back to her home. So the wolf took her on 
his back and carried her. While she was on his back, she was murmuring: “Sick healthy brings!”. 



The Unborn Maiden

Stefany Decheva, 4th grade

"Unborn maiden" is a fairy tale about a prince 
who made fountain from which flowed honey and oil, 
but because he mocked to an old woman, she cursed 
him to marry the unborn maiden. Time passed and 
the king's son told his mother about his bad deed, and 
she advised him to ask the Sun where to find such a 
girl. The prince went on the road and found the sun. 
It gave him three apples, which were unborn girls, 
but it warned that he has to give them water, unless 
escape into space. The prince was impatient and on 
the long road cut two of the apples, but there was no 
drinking water to give them and the girls disappeared. 
Shortly before reaching the palace he came to the 
well and cut the last apple. The most beautiful girl 
had come out. This time he had water and the girl 
stayed with him. He asked her to hide in a tree 
beside the well, and went to organize the wedding. 



literature characters
LATVIAN



Spriditis
Rihards Kundzins, 4 C
Anna Brigadere

Fairy tale’s the main character was Spriditis. He was 
a little boy who lived at the disgusting, stepmother. 
Stepmother didn’t like him, so Spriditis went away from 
home. He went to look for happiness in the world. Along 
the way he met a Mother of the Wind. She ordered to 
protect her son. So Spriditis received penny-trumpet 
by blowing all had to dance. Later he went to the forest 
and met a giant. The giant took captive the children. 
Spriditis released them and expelled the giant from the 
forest. Therefore Forest Mother gave him a magic stick. 
If someone touched on it, he could not get rid of it. Then 
Spriditis came to Sikstulis, who let him spend the night 
in his house. Some time later arrived an old man, who 
also asked Sikstulis to stay at his house. Spriditis felt 
sorry for old man, and he was ready to withstand three 
torments to allow an old man to spend the night here. 
So the old man gave Spriditis a ring, which may lead 
to the Lucky Land. In the end he arrived to the King’s palace, where he saved the princess. 
Spriditis got about a half of the kingdom belonging to the king and princess Zeltite as a wife. 
However, Spriditis chose to go to the Lucky Land. And the Lucky Land was his native home. 



Krista Mieze,  3 C
Zenta Ergle

Ievina in Africa

The main character Ievina is a little 
girl. She and her granny goes to Africa 
for a trip. Ievina is very brave, friendly 
and helpful girl. She gets a lot of friends 
in an African village. She and her best 
african friend Mbago save a little boy 
Mgabo, when he gets lost in the jungle. 
Ievina seen a lot of animals and explores 
lots of things during her adventurous trip.
 



Little Devils, by R.Blaumanis

Kristers Deiders, 6 A

The main character description: Little Devils 
are two tiny rascals who wants to see what is 
happening on the surface. They are small and 
dark haired, with two horns and a long tail. 
Little Devils are very curious and naughty. 
The are always in a mood for mischiefs, 
but all their deeds turns into good actions 
ehich helps everyone. Little Devils become 
heartly and helpful and they turns into 
human children and lives hapily ever after.
 



Elisa Tefa, 3 C

The colorful day of the Bear Roary, by M.Staraste

The main character is the Bear Roary. It is 
a small and yellow teddy-bear. It belongs to a 
boy Atis. Roary takes offence at Atis, because 
he plays with his new toy and forgets Roary. 
Roary dashes away. Roary is courious and 
playful. It plays with little hares. It want to 
be a squirrels friend, but it is too clumsy. 
Roary doesn’t like hedgehogs. They have 
sharp needles on their backs. A wicked wild 
pig catches Roary. Now Roary has to help 
her to get acorns. Happily Roary escapes. 
Curious and adventurous Roary also meets ducks family and a stork. Finally 
it is exausted and sleeps in the grass. Atis finds him. Both are very happy now.
 



Daniela Kuzminova, 3 A

Cat`s Mill, by K.Skalbe

It is a story about good white cat and his good 
heart. He owned a mill. When his daughter started 
to get merried he pledged his mill to black cat, 
because he wanted to give them a good dowry. 
The white cat couldan’t give back debt so the black 
cat took off his mill. He became very poor and 
asked for help to his daughter, but no one of them 
helped him. After a long time walking around the 
world he come to king’s palace at last. A sad king 
listened the story about his mill. A cat wished only 
good to everyone and that touched king’s heart. 
He finished to grieve and soon the white cat got 
back his mill too. This book is very instructive and 
we should take an example from the white cat.
 



Nikola Anna Slavika, 3 A

Adventure of sausage, by J.Ankravs

The sausages were just delivered to a butcher’s 
shop. They were beautiful sausages - large, almost 
arm length and fleshness the dried quite burnt 
with yellowish fat eyelets: they lovely smelled of 
smoke and garlic. They were very very tasty and 
also quite expensive. The sausage is quick, energic 
and quite nasty. She run away and saw a barber’s 
shop. The sausage went into the barber’s shop, she 
wanted to shave her beard, which is did not have. 
Hairdresser, out of respect for the customer, shaved 
the invisible beard. Sausages goal was to get to the 
beach. The road to the goal was full of adventures.
 



Fairy tale about grimy fingernail, by I.Ziedonis

Ernest Sprogis, 3 C

The main character is Scrooge. Scrooge is 
a tiny person. It leves under the fingernail 
and collects rubbish. Scrooge is furious and
spiteful. If someone cleans his fingernails, 
Scrooge shouts angrily and tries to get 
back. Scrooge has got a dog. It is a germ.
Lots of people have only one Scrooge, but 
the little boy Iuris has got ten. Scrooge 
- one for each fingernail. Scrooge calls
washing “Great Catastrophe”. Before washing Scrooge glues 
rubbish. Under Iuris’ nails Scrooge feels safe, because the boy 
never washes. Scrooge will plant tulips in Iuris’ ears soon.



literature characters
POLISH



Pan Twardowski / Mr Twardowski

Mr. Twardowsky is a main character of many Polish 
Legends. He wanted to be a wizard, so he signed a pact 
with the devil. According to which Mr Twardowsky 
gave the devil his soul, when he goes to Rome. The devil 
disguised went with Mr. Twardowsky  to the inn, whose 
name was “Rome”.  So the devil took the nobleman to hell. 
Mr. Twardowsky started praying to Mother of God.  When 
he prayed, the devil was weakened.  After that the devil was 
dropped to hell, but Twardowsky was dropped to the Moon. 
The legend says, that he has stayed there until today…



The White Lady /Biała Dama 

In the XVIII century the castle in Kórnik was ruled 
by Teofila. She was a very clever, smart and well-
educated woman. Teofila was well reigning.  She made 
Kórnik area rich. Teofila demanded to disassemble the 
old castle including its basement  in which there was 
hidden  a great treasure by the last castle owners - Gorka 
family. Devils after Theofila death forced her to seek the 
family’s treasure. The legend says that supposedly Teofila 
known as a “White Lady”, steps down at night from the 
portrait and holding her white dress, goes to the park, 
where she is from the midnight until the morning.



Mieszko I

Mieszko was the ruler of the Polans about 960 until 
his death. He was a wise politician and charismatic ruler. 
During his reign, Poland began minting its own coin. 
The baptism of Mieszko 1st took place in 966. Churches 
were being built at Gniezno, Poznań and elsewere. At 
the end of his life, Mieszko issued a document where 
he placed his lands under protection of the Pope.



Devil Boruta / Diabeł Boruta

Devil Boruta is a fictional character living in the 
undergrounds of the castle in Łęczyca. Generally it 
is presented very differently, as it can take different 
forms. The typical and favorite character from here 
is Boruta Szlachcic, also called Boruta Tumski, or 
simply Black. It was  a tall noble with long, black 
moustache with black eyes, dressed in a rich veil 
covering the tail and a cap covering the horns. 



The Wawel Dragon / Smok Wawelski

In the cave under the royal hill, in 
the city of Cracow once the dragon 
inhabited. It was a terrible beast, a 
monster of fire. Citizens of Cracow had 
to bring him oxen, sheep and cows to 
eat. Enough is enough, patience has 
run out when the dragon demanded 
human sacrifices. The young cobbler 
Skuba came up with a way to deal 
with the beast. He threw sheep stuffed 
with sulfur and tar into the cave. 
The hungry animal swallowed the sheep and felt a fire in his stomach. He rushed to 
the river to extinguish the internal fire. He drank and drank water until it burst with a 
bang. In this way the simple cobbler freed the city from the wretched dragon of Wawel.



The Mermaid of Warsaw / Syrenka Warszawska

Mermaid is a creature with a divine beauty, whose 
singing was able to enchant everyone. She was half a 
beautiful girl, half a fish with a silvery tail. She lived 
in the waters of the largest Polish river – the Vistula. 
At the place where fishermen saw it on the bank, 
the capital of Poland - Warsaw was built. Today, the 
Mermaid of Warsaw is a symbol of our capital. Her 
singing enchanted in the sound of the river gives hope 
and strength Warsaw people in difficult moments. 
Who wants to meet the mermaid must visit Warsaw.



Zbój Madej / Madej - a converted brigand

Madej was a cruel robber who did not know 
mercy. He had hundreds of sins on his conscience. 
He murdered, robbed, did not let anyone pass.
A small boy changed his life, though. He told the robber 
how terrible punishment the devils had prepared 
him in hell. The punishment was an iron bed bristled 
with spikes and nails, on which Madej would lay all 
eternity. There was a tar dripping overhead on him. The 
robber was so frightened of the prepared bed that he 
immediately renounced his past life. He dug into the soil 
with a giant mace and waited for years to forgive his sins.



literature characters
Romanian



Ionel

“Visit ... „ is a sketch written by I.L. 
Caragiale ; the author  highlights the harmful 
effects that bad education has on children’s 
behavior. Ionel Popescu is the main character 
in this sketch. The physic portrait of the 
character can be summarized as follows: Ionel 
Popescu is an eight year old boy; his exterior 
aspect can be described in a few words: „I 
had him dressed as a major, in a very ellegant 
suit”- said his mother. Ionel is a very naughty 
boy. His cheekiness results from the way he 
talks to the guest, from his disrespectful atitude to the adults and the rude way of the boy 
who helps himself to jam directly from the jar instead of putting it on the plate. The boy’s 
behaviour shows us the wrong education that he was getting from his family; he does 
make foolish things for his age, unintentionally. It proves that he’s a child with no manners, 
one  that makes no difference between good and bad, what’s allowed and what’s forbidden. 

Vizita… - Visit , by Ion Luca Caragiale



Lizuca
Dumbrava minunata – The wonderful grove , by Mihail Sadoveanu

Mihail Sadoveanu was a Romanian 
novelist, short story writer, journalist and 
political figure, who twice served as acting 
head of state for the communist republic 
(1947–1948 and 1958). He is the most prolific 
novelist in Romanian literature and one of 
the most accomplished. All his major work, 
however, was written before the political 
changes in Romania following World War 
II. Although Sadoveanu remained a productive author after the war, like many other 
writers in communist countries, he had to adjust his aesthetic to meet the demands of the 
communist regime, and he wrote little of artistic value between 1945 and his death in 1961. 
Sadoveanu was born on 5 November 1880 in Pascani, a small town in Moldavia, to Alexandru 
and Profira (Ursachi) Sadoveanu. Lizuca is the main character of the story “Dumbrava 
minunata”- The wonderful grove. It is a story about a 5-6 years old girl which lost her mother.  
She lived with her grandparents, from mother’s side for a while until her father remarried.   



The foster mother hated her and always talked bad about her in front of the father 
Lizuca  finds the courage and runs away from a mother who doesn’t care, a father 
who’s always away to her grandparents, the only family she has left, her grandparents’ 
house, across the woods; she is accompanied by her dog, Patrocle. As night falls and 
she gets lost in the woods, she finds shelter in a burrow in a tree. She dreams of an 
enchanted forest, full of fairies, where animals and flowers talked to her .She finds 
herself in a world of adventure aside her beloved dog. In the end, her grandparents 
find her and take her to their house where she can live happily. Lizuca learns that 
her mom came to claim her but while arguing with her grandfather she annoyed 
the bees which stung her in the eye; the woman left and never came back for Lizuca.



Nica
„Amintiri din coplilarie”- Childhood Memories , by Ion Creanga

Childhood Memories is one of the main literary 
contributions of Romanian author Ion Creangă. The 
largest of his two works in the memoir genre, it includes 
some of the most recognizable samples of first-person 
narratives in Romanian literature, and is considered 
by critics to be Creangă’s masterpiece. The book offers 
an in-depth account of Ion Creangă’s early life in what 
was then the state of Moldavia, with much insight 
into the social landscape of his childhood universe, 
describing relationships between its hero, mainly 
referred to with his hypocorism and patronymic Nică 
al lui Ștefan a Petrei or Nic-a lui Ștefan a Petrei (“Nică 
of Ștefan of Petru”), and the various people in his life. 
It traces Nică’s coming of age passage, from an idyllic 
age spent the remote village of Humulești (now part 
of Târgu Neamț town) to rebellious adolescence and training for a Romanian Orthodox 
priesthood in the urban centers of Fălticeni and Iași. The narrative flow is often interrupted 
by lengthy and characteristic soliloquies, imparting Creangă’s worldview and regrets.  



The text itself is noted for its characteristic use of the Romanian lexis, including its 
accomplished rendition of Moldavian dialectal particularities. Childhood Memories 
went through several editions since its 1890s reprint, and came to be seen as a classic 
of local children’s literature. It was an inspiration for several authors, and was the basis 
for Elisabeta Bostan’s 1964 film Amintiri din copilărie. The novel depicts the childhood 
of the author, the story of Nica. As a grown man, the author remembers dearly about 
his years in school, the adventures along his friends and also the consequences 
of their bad behavior. Nica, the character itself, is a symbol of all the children, no 
matter the place or time; he is the type of child which enjoys the charm of childhood.



Pacala

The earliest Romanian character found in anecdotes is Păcală. 
His name is derived from a (se) păcăli (‘to fool oneself/somebody’) 
and, since this word cannot be found in any other related language, 
we can safely assume that he’s part of the pure Romanian humour. 
Păcală is a fictional character in Romanian folklore, literature 
and humor. An irreverent young man, seemingly a peasant, he 
reserves contempt and irony for the village authorities (whether 
priest, boyar or judge), but often plays the fool. Several derivative 
works codify the various versions of Păcală anecdotes. Examples 
include: Pâcală, by Ion Creangă; Păcală în satul lui (“Păcală 
in His Village”) by Ioan Slavici; Isprăvile lui Păcală (“Păcală’s 
Achievements”) by Petre Dulfu; and Întâmplările lui Păcală (“The 
Adventures of Păcală”), part of Legende sau basmele românilor. 
Păcală legends also served to inspire other creations, from 
the eponymous satirical magazine put out by Pantazi Ghica in the 1860s to Constantin S. 
Nicolăescu-Plopșor’s 1960s sequel Tivisoc şi Tivismoc (“Tivisoc and Tivismoc”). He is the 
main protagonist in two Romanian films, both written and directed by Geo Saizescu; and 
inspired artist Sandu Florea to create his first comic strip (1968). He is a hero of Romanian 
folk stories, known for humor and cleverness, features hidden under a mask of naivety and 
simplicity. He treats the village authorities (priest, boyer, judge) with boldness and fine irony. 



The bear tricked by the fox, by Ion Creanga

The stories of Creanga bring besides the joy of the 
events and a powerful educational-instructive note. The 
author wishes through this story to give a paradigm of 
behavior highlighting two negative features of character: 
cunning and stupidity. This is his short story, it has only 
3 characters, the subject being very simple. There once 
was a fox that was not any better than other cunning 
foxes. She always seeked to get food without hassle. 
One day, the fox picked off the road a lot of fish that 
fell from a fisherman’s filled cart, and when the bear 
requested some fish, the fox lied, telling him that she had 
caught it. Then she taught him what to do to catch some 
himself. She told him to go to the puddle in the woods, 
to put his tail in the water and stay there until daylight. 
When the bear pulled with all his might, he caught 
nothing, but his broken tail, which remained trapped in 
the ice. They say that’s when the bear lost his tail. The story is dynamic and has a moral: 
do not trust people you don’t know, because “kindness is forgotten in the face of greed”.



The fox is the negative character. Although she has bad intentions, 
she succeeds on every occasion .Very selfish, she deceives the 
ones around her, in order to achieve her goals. Even though the 
others pose no threat against her, she takes any opportunity to 
fool and steal from them. The author criticizes human flaws 
with the purpose of highlighting the harmful consequences.

The Fox

The bear is the positive character of the story. He represents the 
usual ignorant person. His naivety is in contradiction with his statue, 
the king of the forest. As soon as he meets someone, he takes for 
granted their good intentions; he doesn’t spend any time thinking he 
might get tricked. Therefore, his naivety makes him lose his precious 
tail. The lesson has been taught, because he would never believe the 
fox again and they will be forever enemies. The bear’s is rewarded 
with a permanent scar, which will remind him of his stupidity.

The Bear



Fata Mosului - Old Man’s Daughter, by Ion Creanga

Ion Creanga’s writings and stories brought joy to 
generations of children with his unique language 
and humor. The Romanian culture, folklore, and 
traditions that were formed during thousands 
of years, intertwine in Creanga’s contribution to 
literary naturalness of rural inspiration. The Old 
Man’s Daughter and the Old Woman’s Daughter is 
one of his most recognized story, and an amazing 
read with unforgettable characters. The Old 
Man’s Daughter and the Old Woman’s Daughter 
is a classic Romanian story that has been passed 
down from generation to generation. Old man’s 
daughter starts a journey into an unknown land. The author invites you to experience and explore 
the world and to get to know various type of characters together with the old man’s daughter. 
After she lost her mother, her father remarried with a woman, who also had a daughter. The 
old man’s daughter is presented in a continuous comparison with the old woman’s daughter.  



She is described beautiful, hardworking, obedient and with a good heart. God 
adorned all the beautiful gifts. The woman’ girl was ugly, lazy, arrogant and had a 
mean heart; and because she was mother’s daughter, she left all the chores on her 
step sister. Never happy, the old woman forced the man to send away his daughter. 
The poor girl left in a hope she can find a better home. Her adventure starts and she 
faces many challenges. At the end of her journey, she is rewarded and she comes back 
home, very rich. At the opposite pole is her sister, which come back with a chest of 
snakes, that swallow her and her mother. The two live happily for the rest of their lives.
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